Respiratory disease contact patterns in the US are stable but heterogeneous
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Abstract

Background: Contact plays a critical role in infectious disease transmission. Characterizing heterogeneity in contact patterns across individuals, time, and space is necessary to inform accurate estimates of transmission risk, particularly to explain superspreading, predict age differences in vulnerability, and inform social distancing policies. Current respiratory disease models often rely on data from the 2008 POLYMOD study conducted in Europe, which is now outdated and potentially unrepresentative of behavior in the US. We seek to understand the variation in contact patterns across spatial scales and demographic and social classifications, whether there is seasonality to contact patterns, and what social behavior looks like at baseline in the absence of an ongoing pandemic.

Methods: We analyze spatiotemporal non-household contact patterns across 11 million survey responses from June 2020 - April 2021 post-stratified on age and gender to correct for sample representation. To characterize spatiotemporal heterogeneity in respiratory contact patterns at the county-week scale, we use generalized additive models. In the absence of pre-pandemic data on contact in the US, we also use a regression approach to produce baseline contact estimates to fill this gap.

Findings: Although contact patterns varied over time during the pandemic, contact is relatively stable after controlling for disease. We find that the mean number of non-household contacts is spatially heterogeneous regardless of disease. There is additional heterogeneity across age, gender, race/ethnicity, and contact setting, with mean contact decreasing with age and lower in women. The contacts of white individuals and contacts at work or social events change the most under increased national incidence.

Interpretation: We develop the first county-level estimates of non-pandemic contact rates for the US that can fill critical gaps in parameterizing disease models. Our results identify that spatiotemporal, demographic, and social heterogeneity in contact patterns is highly structured, informing the risk landscape of respiratory disease transmission in the US.

Funding: Research reported in this publication was supported by the National Institutes of Health under award number R01GM123007 (SB).
Research in Context

Evidence before this study: We searched Google Scholar for contact data in the US both during and prior to the pandemic published by February 1, 2024 with the search terms “contact patterns”, “social contact data”, “disease-relevant contacts”, “change in contacts pandemic”, “urban rural social contacts,” and “seasonality in contact patterns”. We reviewed the bibliographies of these articles and included known literature not found via these search criteria. We excluded studies using mobility data, focusing on children, or excluding the US. Previous work has been limited to the state scale or subsets of counties (e.g., focused on a few cities, a single state, or a few counties within a state) rather than all counties in the US.

Added value of this study: We contribute the first high-resolution pandemic contact estimates for the US and infer non-pandemic contact patterns at fine spatial and temporal scales. Our results indicate that the number of contacts is fairly stable over time in the absence of major disease, suggesting that the number of contacts is not driving respiratory disease seasonality in the US. We also identify groups at greatest disease risk due to higher contacts, including younger adults, men, and Hispanic and Black individuals.

Implications of all the available evidence: This study demonstrates the importance of incorporating age-specific and spatial heterogeneity of contact patterns into future disease models to build accurate estimates of transmission risk. We demonstrate that temporal variability in contact patterns is unlikely to drive respiratory disease seasonality, that adaptive behaviors in response to disease shift risk along an urban-rural gradient, and that some vulnerable groups are at increased risk of exposure due to contact. We advocate that geographic and social heterogeneity in exposure to disease due to contact patterns be captured more comprehensively for accurate infectious disease predictions and effective and equitable disease mitigation.
Introduction

Respiratory disease transmission via direct or droplet routes requires close contact. Research over the last two decades has demonstrated that human contact patterns are highly variable across individuals and locations [1] and highlighted the consequences of this variability for epidemic outcomes and dynamics [2]. Yet, to date, there is little detailed empirical data on contact patterns in the United States. This lack of data leaves several important gaps in our understanding of the drivers of disease transmission. For example, we’d like to know what factors (e.g., age, season, or location) influence contact patterns across the US and how these factors contribute to variability in infection risk. This information is essential to design targeted interventions and generate accurate estimates of transmission risk across individuals, space, and time. With a new dataset composed of over 11 million survey responses from June 2020 through April 2021, we developed the first detailed characterization of heterogeneities in human contact patterns across the US.

Most infectious disease models assume homogeneous mixing amongst individuals. That is, all individuals have the same contact rate and ability to transmit disease. Homogeneous mixing models have transformed the prediction and control of disease outbreaks (e.g., through $R_t$ estimation [3]) but produce different epidemic dynamics and outcomes than models that incorporate heterogeneities in contact patterns [2,4]. The POLYMOD study published in 2008 was the first extensive survey to characterize heterogeneities in routine contact patterns relevant to respiratory disease transmission. The data, from eight European countries, suggested that individual contact rates are not homogeneous but rather heavy-tailed and highly assortative by age [4]. These estimates have been used to understand epidemic dynamics, design vaccine strategies, and predict intervention outcomes (e.g., [5–9]). During the COVID-19 pandemic, researchers conducted the CoMix study to collect contact data across Europe [10,11]; estimates from the survey were incorporated into forecasting efforts in the UK with mixed results [12]. Notably, both surveys fail to capture fine-scale spatial and temporal variability in contact, are becoming outdated, and may not be representative of behavior in the United States.

Beyond individual heterogeneity, there are several meaningful dimensions across which contact patterns may vary. Spatial heterogeneity in human behavior plays a vital role in disease dynamics (e.g., [13–16]); if contact patterns exhibit spatial heterogeneity, that might explain observed hotspots of disease burden and/or dynamics of disease spread. Likewise, changes in contact patterns over time may contribute to respiratory disease seasonality (e.g., [17–18]). Differences in contact across demographic and social classifications, such as age, gender, or race/ethnicity, could also drive disparities in attack rates. Contact may also vary based on surrounding disease transmission as individuals shift their behavior to mitigate risk. These potential heterogeneities in contact patterns profoundly affect our understanding and prediction of epidemic dynamics and our ability to target behavioral interventions. Yet little empirical data exists on them. To identify the dimensions across which contact meaningfully varies, we need high-resolution contact data across geography, time, demography, social classifications, and in the context of disease transmission.

There has been recent attention on contact patterns in the US; several studies have been produced in the last three years (with the exception of earlier studies [19,20]) which shed light on variation in contact patterns across multiple dimensions. Breen et al. [21] demonstrate that contact varies between states but are unable to characterize spatial heterogeneity at finer scales in the US, even though other public health-related behaviors have been demonstrated to vary at the county-level [22,23]. Dorelien et al. use time-use surveys to demonstrate that contact between urban and rural areas may not differ [24] despite the perception that urban inhabitants have more contacts. On temporal variation in contact, one pre-pandemic study found no variation in adult contacts over time [24], while another observed changes from September to May [19]. Many studies find that contact is higher in younger adults, men, and non-white populations, although which race/ethnicity group has the highest contact depends on the study [19,25–27]. Because these past studies are limited in sample size or resolution, they are constrained in their ability to comprehensively characterize heterogeneities in contact patterns across space, time, and social groups.

Now that the COVID-19 public health emergency has ended, it is vital to characterize contact patterns during the pandemic but also under non-pandemic baseline conditions. In general, pandemic social distancing
reduced overall contact (e.g., [28]). However, past work has demonstrated that adherence to pandemic social distancing was heterogeneous across populations, driven in part by health disparities and social inequities that affect the ability of individuals to engage in behavioral interventions [29]. For example, urban areas exhibited more significant reductions in mobility and, therefore, likely contact [30]. Individuals of higher socioeconomic status are known to have had greater flexibility in their mitigation behavior and could further reduce contacts. Understanding which groups are at most significant infection risk during pandemics and seasonal epidemics is critical for targeted public health surveillance and resource allocation. Detailed contact data disaggregated by location, age, gender, and race/ethnicity are necessary to clarify who is at greatest risk during pandemics and seasonal epidemics in the US.

Here, we address these pressing gaps by developing fine-scale spatiotemporal estimates of mean non-household contacts in adults. We use an extensive national survey with over 11 million responses collected at the county level and correct for issues of representativeness and small sample size via post-stratification and generalized additive models. We characterize several heterogeneities in contact patterns throughout the pandemic and infer non-pandemic contact patterns by controlling for the effect of disease. We focus on four central questions: (1) Is contact seasonal? (2) How does mean contact vary across geography in urban versus rural settings? (3) How do contact patterns vary across age, gender, and race/ethnicity classifications? (4) What are contact patterns like at baseline? Our results are the most comprehensive high-resolution estimates of US contact patterns to date. Our findings can inform future disease models in the US, provide insight into local and temporal variation in behavior in response to public health messaging, and contribute to our understanding of drivers of respiratory disease seasonality.

Results

Contact is aseasonal under baseline conditions

Contact varies across the pandemic period, although most counties exhibit similar contact dynamics: increased contact during summer 2020 and spring 2021 and decreased contact during winter 2020-21 (Figure 1A). Some counties, predominantly in Florida, Arizona, Texas, and other parts of the southern US, also reduced their contact in the summer of 2020, coinciding with a COVID-19 surge in the region. This variation appears to be inversely related to national incidence.

We explore this association using regression models with county and national disease incidence and state policies to predict contact from October 2020 to April 2021. After controlling for the effect of disease on behavior, contact is seasonally stable across counties (Figure 1B). Remaining fluctuations are not substantial nor systematic.
Figure 1. Counties have similar contact dynamics over time and relatively stable contact after controlling for disease. (A) Most counties had higher contact during the summer of 2020, and all had lower contact during the winter of 2020-21. Counties that experienced a dip in contact in the summer of 2020 were typically in states that exhibited higher incidence during that time. Each line represents a county colored by mean contact relative to the national mean (above or below); z-scored contact relative to each county’s mean is shown to allow comparison between time series despite the large range of mean contact values across counties. Black line shows the centered 3-week rolling average of national incidence for context. (B) Contact in the absence of disease (blue) is effectively constant over time compared to observed contact during the pandemic (teal). We controlled for disease using a linear regression predicting contact from county and national disease incidence and state policy data. This analysis is restricted to October 2020 to April 2021 to encompass a full wave of COVID-19. Shaded areas represent one standard error above and below the fitted contact value or estimated non-pandemic value.

Contact is geographically heterogeneous but structured by urbanicity

Mean non-household contact is spatially heterogeneous during the pandemic (Figure 2A) and in the absence of a pandemic (Figure 2B). During the pandemic, the highest degree of contact is observed across the central and southern US while the lowest contact rates are observed along the north Atlantic and western coasts. In contrast, under baseline conditions, we estimate a change in the geographic pattern in contact rates.

We investigate these geographic patterns by considering the association with urbanicity. During the COVID-19 pandemic, respondents in the most urban US counties (NCHS class 1) tended to have fewer contacts compared to more rural counties (Figure 2C). This difference is eliminated by controlling for disease (Figure 2D).
suggesting that individuals in urban counties are expected to have slightly more contacts than rural residents under this contact definition in non-pandemic situations.

We demonstrate that these results are robust to truncation in the reported number of contacts (Figures S29, S30).

**Figure 2.** Contact is spatially heterogeneous regardless of disease incidence, but the urban-rural gradient reverses after controlling for disease incidence. (A) Map of mean number of non-household contacts per county relative to the national mean (8.7 contacts) during the pandemic (October 2020 - April 2021). There is high spatial heterogeneity in contact, even within states, which is fairly consistent across time (Figure S25). Gray counties did not have sufficient sample size to estimate contact. (B) Map of inferred mean number of non-household contacts per county relative to the national mean (10.6 contacts) in a non-pandemic scenario. Spatial heterogeneity in contact remains high, though which counties are above and below the national mean has shifted from the pattern observed during the pandemic. (C) Mean number of contacts for each county decreases with increasing urbanicity during the pandemic but increases with urbanicity during inferred non-pandemic times. Only counties with 10 or more responses per week each week (Oct 2020 - Apr 2021) are included.

**Contact varies demographically and socially**

Contact also varies across demographic and social classifications during the pandemic and at baseline. Older respondents tend to have fewer contacts, with individuals between 18 and 54 reporting about the same numbers of contacts on average across the study period (Figures 3A, S31). Men tend to have more contacts than women (Figure 3B), whereas Hispanic respondents have the most contacts compared to Asian respondents who have the fewest (Figure 3C). Most adult contacts occur in work settings, followed by shopping for essentials (Figure 3D). Using separate regression models and county-specific mobility data, we infer baseline contact for each social category. While responsiveness to disease incidence varies within social classifications.
(Figure S24), the relationship between baseline contact and each social classification remains the same as during the pandemic (Figure 3). Our baseline results are consistent with those from other studies (Figures S1 to S4). During the pandemic, contact estimates are more variable across studies, potentially due to differences in contact definition, survey design, or survey period (Figures S5 to S18).

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3.** Contact varies across age, gender, race/ethnicity, and setting during the pandemic and at baseline. (A) Mean pandemic and baseline contact by age. Each point represents a county-age category. Analysis is limited to counties with 5+ responses per age category per week. (B) Mean pandemic and baseline contact by gender. Each point represents a county-gender category. Analysis is limited to counties with 5+ responses per gender category per week. (C) Mean pandemic and baseline contact by race/ethnicity. Each point represents a state-race/ethnicity category. Analysis is limited to states with 10+ responses per race/ethnicity category per week. All racial/ethnic categories are non-Hispanic unless labeled otherwise. Other denotes individuals who listed their race as American Indian, Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian, Pacific Islander, or “some other race”. (D) Mean pandemic and baseline contact by setting. Each point represents a county-setting. Analysis is limited to counties with 10+ responses per setting per week.

**Discussion**

Interpersonal contact is required for the spread of directly-transmitted pathogens such as SARS-CoV-2. Nevertheless, contact patterns remain poorly understood and difficult to predict. Previous contact studies have focused on European nations and measured contact at coarse spatial and temporal scales (e.g., [1][21][27][32]). These broad scopes leave open questions about how contact patterns vary subnationally, across seasons, and between demographic and social classifications. Here, we estimate non-household contacts at the county-week scale in the US using responses from a large national survey during the COVID-19 pandemic (June 2020 - April 2021). We used post-stratification and generalized additive models weighted by sample size to address sample representation and size issues. Despite these efforts, it is possible that we may not address all biases in the data (e.g., social desirability bias). Thus, we compare our findings to a number of smaller past studies and show consistent patterns. We also use a regression approach to infer pre-pandemic contact patterns by controlling for the effect of disease. Our findings have several implications for public health researchers and policymakers and can facilitate the much-needed improvement of future disease models and interventions in the US.

We find that most counties exhibited similar temporal dynamics during the early COVID-19 pandemic and
demonstrate an inverse relationship with disease trends. Indeed, after controlling for the effect of disease, we observe little variability in contact patterns over time suggesting that contact may be less of a contributor to respiratory disease seasonality than originally thought. As such, the role of contact in disease seasonality warrants further study; longer-term work should investigate whether these trends remain over multiple years, including when primary and secondary schools are back in session. Importantly, the survey question we used did not differentiate between indoor and outdoor contact or whether individuals were wearing masks; the setting of human contact certainly affects the likelihood of transmission and has been shown to be seasonal [33]. Thus, with the data presented here, we hypothesize that the setting of contact may be a larger driver of seasonality than the number of contacts. Our finding also reinforces other work that fine-grain temporal data may not be necessary for incorporating behavior into infectious disease models [34].

The high spatial heterogeneity in contact patterns that we observe allows us to identify areas at increased pandemic risk of transmission due to high contact rates, such as the central and southern US. This result also highlights the importance of high-resolution spatial data: there is high variability in contact within states that would be obscured if data are aggregated to the state level. We find that urban counties had fewer contacts on average during the pandemic; this is unsurprising given evidence that urban counties were more responsive to pandemic restrictions [25,28,30]. Under baseline conditions, however, we find that urban areas have more contacts on average than suburban or rural areas, which is consistent with behavioral heuristics based on population density. Earlier research has not found a consistent relationship between population density and contact rate, both outside the US [35-37] and in the US [24,28]. This discrepancy may be explained by differences in contact definition; definitions that are tied to density are likely more representative of aerosol transmission. Given that geographic variation in disease risk creates challenges for disease surveillance, mitigation, and public health communication, further investigation on the role of spatial heterogeneity in behavior is warranted.

Understanding which groups have higher rates of contact is essential for the development of more targeted interventions and to address public health disparities stemming from structural inequities. While the nature of the CTIS precludes any analysis of contact assortativity or clustering, we can identify demographic and social classifications at greater risk due to higher contact rates. Indeed, degree has been shown to be the most important predictor of disease risk compared to other metrics [2]. Like other studies of smaller sample size, both pre-pandemic and pandemic, we find that older adults have fewer contacts than younger adults [1,26,27,38]. However, a limitation of our study (and most other contact studies) is a lack of data on children (individuals aged < 18). We also find that men have more contacts than women during the pandemic, as other national US surveys have shown [26,27]. Our non-pandemic model shows that this difference persists in baseline conditions, in contrast with [19] (which may be a result of increased contacts by women in the home) and [1] (which finds no meaningful difference in contact between genders). Additionally, we found that Hispanic individuals had the highest contact rates during the pandemic and Asian respondents had the lowest; these results agree with a national survey in 2022 [27] but disagree with pre-pandemic time use data [24]. White respondents showed the most responsiveness to changes in disease incidence, likely reflecting increased ability to work from home. We note, however, that a lack of demographic/social group-specific mobility data may limit our inference of non-pandemic contact patterns across social categories, suggesting potential biases in our baseline contact estimates by social category (Figure S23). Overall, our work highlights that social heterogeneities in contact patterns may be responsible for socially structuring transmission risks for respiratory infections and may shape the landscape of response to disease.

In summary, we have developed some of the most detailed estimates of contact patterns in the US to date which will be key to informing accurate estimates of transmission risk that account for spatial clustering. Our results can also aid the development of more efficiently targeted interventions. Our work highlights the value of collecting fine-scale behavioral data and the need for long-term longitudinal data collection on contact patterns in the US. We provide some of the first evidence that US adult contact patterns may not be seasonal but do vary across counties, with ramifications for understanding respiratory disease seasonality. Improving our understanding of contact patterns, which are such an integral component of disease transmission, should be further prioritized in research efforts going forward.
Methods

In this study, we seek to characterize heterogeneities in non-household contact patterns in the United States using survey data from June 2020 to April 2021. We use survey raking and reweighting of responses to correct for unrepresentative survey sampling. Due to the low sample size in some counties, we use generalized additive models (GAMs) to develop smoothed county-week estimates of the mean number of non-household contacts, disaggregated by geographic, demographic, and social categories. To interrogate whether there is seasonality in US contact patterns in the absence of a pandemic, we account for the effect of disease incidence on contact with a simple linear regression model and examine the remaining unexplained variability in contact.

Survey data

We analyzed survey responses of the number of non-household contacts for all 50 US states and the District of Columbia using data from the US COVID-19 Trends and Impact Survey (CTIS) [31]. The CTIS was created by the Delphi Research Group at Carnegie Mellon University and distributed through a partnership with Facebook. Beginning in April 2020, a random state-stratified sample of active Facebook users were invited daily to take the survey about COVID-19 and report how many people they had direct contact with outside their household, where contact was defined as “a conversation lasting more than 5 minutes with a person who is closer than 6 feet away from you, or physical contact like hand-shaking, hugging, or kissing.” Contacts were disaggregated by settings outside the home in the survey question: work, shopping for groceries or other essentials, social gatherings, or other. We analyze the sum of contacts across all these settings starting in June 2020. We removed responses with more than 72 contacts in the last 24 hours (the 95th percentile) and performed sensitivity analyses of this truncation point (Figures S27 to S30). Finally, we generated response weights to match county age and sex distributions and post-stratified the data to adjust for unrepresentative sampling (details in supplement). To test the sensitivity of our estimates to including race/ethnicity in the raking weights, we compared mean contact estimates at the state-month level for September 2020 - April 2021 (Figure S26).

Spatiotemporal contact estimation

To address noise and low sample sizes in the data, we estimated county-week mean non-household contacts with hierarchical generalized additive models (GAMs). We use penalized splines weighted by sample size with a weekly smooth for each state and a factor smooth for each county within the state, with shared smoothness parameters across counties. Thus, information is shared within states but not between. The model is as follows:

\[
\text{mean contact}_i = \beta_0 + f(t) + f_i(t) + \epsilon_i
\]

where

\[
f_j(x_j) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \beta_{j,k} b_{j,k}(x_j)
\]

where \(i\) represents each county and \(t\) each week [39]. The coefficients \(\beta_{j,k}\) are estimated for each of the \(K\) basis functions \(b_{j,k}\).

County urbanicity was determined using the NCHS 2013 urban-rural classifications, where 1 indicates large central metropolitan areas, and 6 represents rural non-core areas [40].

We fit GAMs to estimate contact by urbanicity, age, gender, race/ethnicity, and setting at the county or state level for pandemic and baseline conditions (more below). Additional details can be found in the supplement.
Baseline contact estimation

To estimate contact in the absence of a pandemic, we used a linear regression model of weekly contact (as modeled using the GAMs above) predicted by the 4-week rolling average of county and national incidence [41] and the average state-level Oxford Stringency Index [42] (Figure S22). We hypothesized that increases in disease incidence would lead to a linear decrease in contact rates, which is supported by the survey data (Figures S20, S21). The model is as follows:

\[
\text{mean contact}_{i,t} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \times \text{incidence}_{\text{county } i,t} + \beta_2 \times \text{incidence}_{\text{national } t} + \beta_3 \times \text{policy index}_{\text{state } t} + \epsilon_{i,t}
\]

where \(i\) represents each county, \(t\) represents each week, and incidence represents the 4-week rolling average (mean of the previous four weeks) at the appropriate scale.

Contact after controlling for disease was defined as

\[
\text{baseline contact}_{i,t} = \phi_i (\beta_0 + \epsilon_{i,t})
\]

where

\[
\phi_i = \frac{\omega_{2019,i}}{\omega_{2020,i}}
\]

and \(\omega_{y,i}\) is defined as the mean number of trips into or within a given county \(i\) for October thru December of year \(y\). The mobility data is obtained from the SafeGraph Social Distancing dataset [43]. We added the residual to account for temporal changes in contact not captured by the incidence and policy data. We scale by pre-pandemic mobility data to account for the drastic decrease in contact upon SARS-CoV-2 introduction in the United States; mobility and contact patterns are highly correlated (Figure S19).

This analysis was limited to the period from October 2020 to April 2021 to encompass a full “wave” of COVID-19 in the US.
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Additional CTIS details

The COVID-19 Trends and Impact Survey was created by researchers in the Delphi Group at Carnegie Mellon University and distributed via Facebook to active users 18 or older starting in April 2020. On a daily basis, a random state-stratified sample of Facebook users are invited to take the survey at the top of their news feed. These users will not be re-invited to take the survey for at least thirty days. The survey asks a broad range of questions related to COVID-19 symptoms and behaviors, with variations across each of the thirteen different waves spanning from April 2020 to June 2022. In this study, we make use of data from Wave 3 (May 21, 2020 - September 7, 2020), Wave 4 (September 8, 2020 - November 23, 2020), Wave 5 (November 24, 2020 - December 18, 2020), Wave 6 (December 19, 2020 - January 11, 2021), Wave 7 (January 12, 2021 - February 7, 2021), Wave 8 (February 8, 2021 - March 1, 2021), and Wave 10 (March 2, 2021 - May 19, 2021, Wave 9 was skipped for numbering purposes).

Weights were provided by Facebook for each response to adjust for non-response and coverage bias at the daily-state level [44]. Briefly, each weight describes the number of people represented by a respondent based on their age, gender, location, and date of response. These weights were calculated via a two-step process using inverse propensity score weighting based on respondents’ demographics recorded in their Facebook user profiles to adjust the survey sample to reflect active Facebook users, followed by revisions of these weights using post-stratification so that the survey sample reflects the general population [31]. Because these weights were not at the same scale of our data analysis, we did not use them and instead performed raking to calculate our own weights as described below.

To address the lack of representation in this social media-administered survey, we calculated county-week weights for each observation using the anesrake package [45] and the US Census American Community Survey’s 2021 data on county age and sex distributions. Age and sex distributions were based on each county’s population over 18 to match the survey sample. We use three categories for age (18-24, 25-54, and 55+) and two categories for sex (ACS)/gender (CTIS) (male/man and female/woman). Subsetting age further results in issues of nonconvergence. Including race or ethnicity was not possible in our raking approach as race/ethnicity data were only available for half the survey period and because convergence was not feasible with it. We did not rake on household size because our age and gender raked sample sufficiently captured county household size distributions (Figures S36 and S37). We estimated mean contact for each county-week using a weighted mean of the responses with the calculated weights. We excluded observations with missing age or sex from the raking process and assigned equal weights to observations from county-weeks that did not converge.

As part of our data processing, we dropped responses missing fips codes, outside the 50 states and the District of Columbia, and from county-weeks with fewer than three responses.

Spatiotemporal contact estimation details

Generalized additive models were fit with a Gaussian family and identity link using the bam function with the fREML estimator from the mgcv version 1.8-39 R package [46]. To enforce smoother fits for all 50 states, the basis dimensions were set at maximum 30 for the weekly smooth and maximum 15 for the county-level factor smooth with marginal penalty 2 for both smooths, and a gamma value of 2 for each model. For DC, the weekly smooth had a maximum basis dimension of 10 with a penalized cubic regression spline. Diagnostic checks via gam.check() were completed to ensure that most p-values were not significant, k-indexes were close to 1, residuals were roughly normally distributed, and there was no heteroscedascity.
Baseline contact estimation details

The VIF values for national and county incidence were high, but our estimates of are contact robust to the removal of county incidence from the model which reduces all VIFs below 10 (Figure S32).

Contact by demographic or social classification model details

Age & Gender

Using spatiotemporal GAMs, we estimated mean contact in four age groups for each county-week (18-54, 55-64, 65-74, 75+). We had to collapse age groups to have sufficient sample size, but note that contact rates among the 18-54 age group were quite similar prior to aggregation (Figure S31). This analysis was limited to counties with 5 or more responses in each age group for each of the 30 weeks from October 2020 through April 2021 (224 counties). For each age group separately, we estimated pandemic contact using the spatiotemporal GAMs and baseline contact using linear regression as described above. The same steps were followed for the two gender classes in the survey; there were 889 counties with sufficient sample size to estimate contact by gender. Given these sample size constraints, these results may not be representative of differences in contact patterns between age (and possibly gender) groups in the most rural US counties. This setup does allow us to compare age- and gender-specific regression coefficients describing the association between contact and disease incidence for each age/gender class. The VIF values for national and county incidence were high, as in the main model, but our estimates of contact are quantitatively the same if county incidence is removed to reduce all VIFs below 10 and our coefficient results are qualitatively consistent (Figures S33 to S35).

Race/ethnicity

Using spatiotemporal GAMs, we estimated mean contact in five race/ethnicity categories (Asian, Black, Hispanic, other, and white) for each state-week. This analysis was limited to states with 10 or more responses in each racial/ethnic category for each of the 30 weeks from October 2020 through April 2021 (24 states). Due to limited sample size, this analysis had to be performed at the state instead of the county level. For each racial/ethnic category separately, we estimated pandemic contact using the spatiotemporal GAMs and baseline contact using linear regression as described above with a couple exceptions. In the original GAMs we allowed for information sharing between counties within the same state; for these race/ethnicity-specific GAMs we instead allow for information sharing between states in the same census region of the US (West, Midwest, Northeast, South). For the linear regression, we predict contact using only national incidence to avoid collinearity issues that arise when using state-level incidence as well.

Setting

Using spatiotemporal GAMs, we estimated mean contact in four settings (work, social gatherings, shopping for essentials, and other) for each county-week. This analysis was limited to counties with 10 or more responses in each setting for each of the 30 weeks from October 2020 through April 2021. For each setting separately, we estimated pandemic contact using the spatiotemporal GAMs and baseline contact using linear regression as described above.

Comparison to existing contact studies

We validated our findings with other work both before and during the pandemic, in Figures S1 to S18 below.
Figure S1. Comparison between our baseline contact estimates by age with those from the POLYMOD study [1]. Yellow violins are composed of bootstrapped means from 1,000 samples from the POLYMOD study (all responses equally weighted, truncated at 72 contacts, over all countries). Blue violins show the distribution of mean county-age group baseline estimates inferred from the CTIS.
Figure S2. Comparison between our baseline contact estimates by age with those from [19]. Destefano and colleagues’ [19] analyzed contact patterns across four counties in North Carolina, USA during the 2007-08 flu season, with 3,845 survey respondents. They measured both the mean number of speaking interactions (orange), defined as face to face conversations lasting at least one minute, and mean number of close proximity contacts (red), defined as within 6 feet for at least fifteen minutes. Point ranges represent one standard deviation above and below the mean (truncated at 0). Blue violins show the distribution of mean county-age group baseline estimates for seven North Carolina counties (those with sufficient group sample size) inferred from the CTIS.
Figure S3. Comparison between our baseline contact estimates by gender with those from [19]. Destefano and colleagues’ [19] analyzed contact patterns across four counties in North Carolina, USA during the 2007-08 flu season, with 3,845 survey respondents. They measured both the mean number of speaking interactions (orange), defined as face to face conversations lasting at least one minute, and mean number of close proximity contacts (red), defined as within 6 feet for at least fifteen minutes. Point ranges represent one standard deviation above and below the mean (truncated at 0). Blue violins show distribution of mean county-gender baseline estimates for 36 North Carolina counties (those with sufficient group sample size) inferred from the CTIS.
Figure S4. Comparison between our baseline contact estimates by age with those from [47]. Feehan and Cobb [47] conducted a national study of 3,076 Facebook users 15 years of age and older in the US before the pandemic (2015). They defined a contact as a face to face conversation containing at least three words. Boxplots were constructed using the raw data downloaded from [https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/M74AJ4](https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/M74AJ4) file. Blue violins show distribution of mean county-age group baseline estimates inferred from the CTIS.
Figure S5. Comparison between our pandemic contact estimates by age with those from [27]. Nelson and colleagues’ [27] conducted a nationally representative study of 3,112 individuals in the US during two periods, August - December 2020 (red) and March - April 2021 (orange). Contacts were defined as interactions within 6 feet involving the exchange of at least 3 words or involving physical touch. Point ranges show the mean, 25th, and 75th percentiles; note that [27] truncated contacts at 50 per day. Blue violins show distribution of mean county-age group estimates from the CTIS: dark blue for September - December 2020 and light blue for March - April 2021 to match the time periods in Nelson et al.
Figure S6. Comparison between our pandemic contact estimates by gender with those from [27]. Nelson and colleagues’ [27] conducted a nationally representative study of 3,112 individuals in the US during two periods, August - December 2020 (red) and March - April 2021 (orange). Contacts were defined as interactions within 6 feet involving the exchange of at least 3 words or involving physical touch. Point ranges show the mean, 25th, and 75th percentiles; note that [27] truncated contacts at 50 per day. Blue violins show distribution of mean county-gender group estimates from the CTIS: dark blue for September - December 2020 and light blue for March - April 2021 to match the time periods in Nelson et al.
Figure S7. Comparison between our pandemic contact estimates by race/ethnicity with those from [27]. Nelson and colleagues’ [27] conducted a nationally representative study of 3,112 individuals in the US during two periods, August - December 2020 (red) and March - April 2021 (orange). Contacts were defined as interactions within 6 feet involving the exchange of at least 3 words or involving physical touch. Point ranges show the mean, 25th, and 75th percentiles; note that [27] truncated contacts at 50 per day. Blue violins show distribution of mean state-race/ethnicity group estimates from the CTIS: dark blue for September - December 2020 and light blue for March - April 2021 to match the time periods in Nelson et al.

Figure S8. Comparison between our pandemic contact estimates by age with those from [25]. Dorelien and colleagues’ [25] measured contact patterns in 2,083 children and adults in Minnesota, USA in April and May 2020. Contacts were defined as two-way conversations with 3+ words in the physical presence of another person or physical skin-to-skin contact. Red point ranges denote mean contact and one standard deviation above and below the mean from uncensored contact data. Blue violins show distribution of mean county-age group estimates for all 87 Minnesota counties from the CTIS for the first two weeks of May 2020 (these data are available in the CTIS but not as reliable).
Figure S9. Comparison between our pandemic contact estimates by gender with those from [25]. Dorelien and colleagues’ [25] measured contact patterns in 2,083 children and adults in Minnesota, USA in April and May 2020. Contacts were defined as two-way conversations with 3+ words in the physical presence of another person or physical skin-to-skin contact. Red point ranges denote mean contact and one standard deviation above and below the mean from uncensored contact data. Blue violins show distribution of mean county-gender group estimates for all 87 Minnesota counties from the CTIS for the first two weeks of May 2020 (these data are available in the CTIS but not as reliable).
Figure S10. Comparison between our pandemic contact estimates by race/ethnicity with those from [25]. Dorelien and colleagues’ [25] measured contact patterns in 2,083 children and adults in Minnesota, USA in April and May 2020. Contacts were defined as two-way conversations with 3+ words in the physical presence of another person or physical skin-to-skin contact. Red point ranges denote mean contact and one standard deviation above and below the mean from uncensored contact data. Blue violins show distribution of mean Minnesota race/ethnicity estimates from the CTIS for each week from September 2020 to April 2021 (a non-overlapping time period).

Figure S11. Comparison between our pandemic contact estimates by age with those from [26]. Feehan and Mahmud [26] conducted a nationally representative survey of contact patterns in the US including one week in June (Wave 2) and one week in September 2020 (Wave 3). Across the two waves, they had 2,641 respondents who reported fewer than 72 contacts. Red and orange violins show the bootstrapped mean contact for June and September 2020, respectively, using provided weights from [26]. (Note that we have imposed a truncation point on their data to match our analysis so the weights may no longer be accurate.) Blue and teal violins show the distribution of mean county-age group estimates from the CTIS for the same weeks in June and September, respectively.
Figure S12. Comparison between our pandemic contact estimates by gender with those from Feehan and Mahmud [26]. Feehan and Mahmud [26] conducted a nationally representative survey of contact patterns in the US including one week in June (Wave 2) and one week in September 2020 (Wave 3). Across the two waves, they had 2,641 respondents who reported fewer than 72 contacts. Red and orange violins show the bootstrapped mean contact for June and September 2020, respectively, using provided weights from [26]. (Note that we have imposed a truncation point on their data to match our analysis so the weights may no longer be accurate.) Blue and teal violins show the distribution of mean county-gender estimates from the CTIS for same weeks in June and September, respectively.
Figure S13. Comparison between our pandemic contact estimates by race/ethnicity with those from [26]. Feehan and Mahmud [26] conducted a nationally representative survey of contact patterns in the US including one week in September 2020 (Wave 3). In this wave, they had 1,514 respondents who reported fewer than 72 contacts. Red violins show the bootstrapped mean contact for September 2020, using provided weights from [26]. (Note that we have imposed a truncation point on their data to match our analysis so the weights may no longer be accurate.) Blue violins show distribution of mean state-race/ethnicity estimates from the CTIS for the same week in September 2020.
Figure S14. Comparison between our pandemic contact estimates by urbanicity with those from [26]. Feehan and Mahmud [26] conducted a nationally representative survey of contact patterns in the US including one week in June (Wave 2) and one week in September 2020 (Wave 3). Across the two waves, they had 2,641 respondents who reported fewer than 72 contacts. Respondents were classified as living in urban, suburban, or rural areas. Red and orange violins show the bootstrapped mean contact for June and September 2020, respectively, using provided weights from [26]. (Note that we have imposed a truncation point on their data to match our analysis so the weights may no longer be accurate.) Blue and teal violins show the distribution of mean county estimates from the CTIS for same weeks in June and September, respectively. CTIS data are at the county level; therefore, in this figure counties in NCHS classes 1 and 2 have been designated as urban, 3 and 4 as suburban, and 5 and 6 as rural for visualization purposes.
Figure S15. Comparison between our pandemic contact estimates by age with those from [48]. Kití and colleagues' surveyed contact patterns across 647 employees of five private companies based in Georgia, USA over two days in April - June 2020 and November 2020 - January 2021. Contacts were categorized as interactions within 6 feet for less than 20 seconds, conversational contacts, or physical contacts, and included contacts in the home. Red and orange point ranges show the means and interquartile ranges of contact divided by two (to represent one day’s worth of contacts) for April - June 2020 and November 2020 - January 2021 periods, respectively. Blue and navy violins show the distribution of mean county-age estimates for 158 counties in Georgia from the CTIS for the same time periods, respectively.
Figure S16. Comparison between our pandemic contact estimates by gender with those from [48]. Kiti and colleagues’ surveyed contact patterns across 647 employees of five private companies based in Georgia, USA over two days in April - June 2020 and November 2020 - January 2021. Contacts were categorized as interactions within 6 feet for less than 20 seconds, conversational contacts, or physical contacts, and included contacts in the home. Red and orange point ranges show the means and interquartile ranges of contact divided by two (to represent one day’s worth of contacts) for April - June 2020 and November 2020 - January 2021 periods, respectively. Blue and navy violins show the distribution of mean county-gender estimates for 158 counties in Georgia from the CTIS for the same time periods, respectively.
Figure S17. Comparison between our pandemic contact estimates by race/ethnicity with those from [48]. Kiti and colleagues' surveyed contact patterns across 647 employees of five private companies based in Georgia, USA over two days in November 2020 - January 2021. Contacts were categorized as interactions within 6 feet for less than 20 seconds, conversational contacts, or physical contacts, and included contacts in the home. Orange point ranges show the means and interquartile ranges of contact divided by two (to represent one day’s worth of contacts) for November 2020 - January 2021 periods. Blue violins show the distribution of mean state-race/ethnicity estimates for Georgia from the CTIS for each week in the same time period.

Figure S18. Comparison between (A) our findings and (B) Breen et al. [21] at the state level.
Supplementary Figures

Figure S19. **Mobility and contact are highly correlated.** Data from September - December 2020. Mobility metric is the ratio of weekly 2019 to 2020 Safegraph visitor counts for each county.

Figure S20. **National incidence and contact are correlated.** Data from June 2020 - April 2021. National incidence is the centered 4 week rolling average.
Figure S21. County incidence and contact are correlated. Data from June 2020 - April 2021. County incidence is the centered 4 week rolling average.

Figure S22. Smoothed contact data versus linear combination of incidence and policy terms in regression shows good fit between fluctuations in disease and contact.
Figure S23. Using Google work-specific mobility data [49] to infer baseline work contacts yields higher estimates than Safegraph mobility data aggregated across all settings. Each point represents a county.

Figure S24. National disease incidence regression coefficient by age, gender, race/ethnicity, and setting. More negative coefficients indicate a stronger negative relationship between national incidence and non-household contacts, calculated during the baseline regression.
**Figure S25. Fitted contact values by month.** (A) May 2020 through (L) April 2021. While the mean changes, the spatial heterogeneity is relatively consistent.
Figure S26. Pandemic contact estimates are minimally affected by raking on race in addition to age and sex. X-axis value is generated by raking at the county-level on age and sex and aggregating estimates to the state-month level. Y-axis value is generated by raking at the state-level on age, sex, and race and aggregating estimates to the monthly level.
Figure S27. Counties have similar contact dynamics over time and relatively stable contact after controlling for disease using 90th percentile truncation (36 contacts). (A) Most counties had higher contact during the summer of 2020 and all had lower contact during the winter of 2020-21. Counties that experienced a dip in contact in summer 2020 were typically in states that exhibited higher incidence during that time. Each line represents a county colored by mean contact relative to the national mean; zscored contact relative to each county’s mean is shown to allow comparison between time series despite the large range of mean contact values across counties. Black line shows the centered 3-week rolling average of national incidence for context. (B) Contact in the absence of disease (teal) is effectively constant over time compared to observed contact during the pandemic (blue). We controlled for disease using a linear regression predicting contact from county and national disease incidence and state policy data. This analysis is restricted to October 2020 to April 2021 to encompass a full wave of COVID-19. Shaded areas represent one standard error above and below the fitted contact value or estimated non-pandemic value.
Figure S28. Counties have similar contact dynamics over time and relatively stable contact after controlling for disease using 97th percentile truncation (108 contacts). (A) Most counties had higher contact during the summer of 2020 and all had lower contact during the winter of 2020-21. Counties that experienced a dip in contact in summer 2020 were typically in states that exhibited higher incidence during that time. Each line represents a county colored by mean contact relative to the national mean; zscored contact relative to each county’s mean is shown to allow comparison between time series despite the large range of mean contact values across counties. Black line shows the centered 3-week rolling average of national incidence for context. (B) Contact in the absence of disease (teal) is effectively constant over time compared to observed contact during the pandemic (blue). We controlled for disease using a linear regression predicting contact from county and national disease incidence and state policy data. This analysis is restricted to October 2020 to April 2021 to encompass a full wave of COVID-19. Shaded areas represent one standard error above and below the fitted contact value or estimated non-pandemic value.
Figure S29. Contact is spatially heterogeneous regardless of disease incidence, but the urban-rural gradient reverses after controlling for disease incidence using 90th percentile truncation point (36 contacts). (A) Map of mean number of non-household contacts per county relative to the national mean during the pandemic (October 2020 - April 2021). There is high spatial heterogeneity in contact, even within states. Gray counties did not have sufficient sample size to estimate contact. (B) Map of inferred mean number of non-household contacts per county relative to the national mean in a baseline scenario. Spatial heterogeneity in contact remains high, though which counties are above and below the national mean has shifted from the pattern observed during the pandemic. (C) Mean number of contacts for each county decreases with increasing urbanicity during the pandemic but increases with urbanicity during inferred non-pandemic times. Only counties with 10 or more responses per week each week (Oct 2020 - April 2021) are included. Reversal of pandemic urban-rural gradient is stronger with this truncation.
Figure S30. Contact is spatially heterogeneous regardless of disease incidence, but the urban-rural gradient reverses after controlling for disease incidence using 97th percentile truncation point (108 contacts). (A) Map of mean number of non-household contacts per county relative to the national mean during the pandemic (October 2020 - April 2021). There is high spatial heterogeneity in contact, even within states. Gray counties did not have sufficient sample size to estimate contact. (B) Map of inferred mean number of non-household contacts per county relative to the national mean in a baseline scenario. Spatial heterogeneity in contact remains high, though which counties are above and below the national mean has shifted from the pattern observed during the pandemic. (C) Mean number of contacts for each county decreases with increasing urbanicity during the pandemic but increases with urbanicity during inferred non-pandemic times. Only counties with 10 or more responses per week each week (Oct 2020 - April 2021) are included.
Figure S31. Age groups 18-54 have roughly the same number of contacts. Each point represents a county, raw mean contact for the period May 2020 through April 2021.

Figure S32. Baseline contact estimates do not change meaningfully when county incidence is excluded from linear regression model, compare to Figure 1B.
Figure S33. Regression coefficients by age group do not change qualitatively when county incidence is excluded from linear regression model, compare to Figure 3A.
Figure S34. Regression coefficients by gender do not change qualitatively when county incidence is excluded from linear regression model, compare to Figure 3B.
Figure S35. Regression coefficients by contact setting do not change qualitatively when county incidence is excluded from linear regression model, compare to Figure 3D.
Figure S36. Comparison between household size in raked contact data and census data for a subsample of counties shows that survey decently captures range of household sizes and we do not need to rake on household size.
Figure S37. Ratios of mean survey household size and census household size are close to 1.